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ABSTRACT 
In an association scheme X with symmetric lasses the projections ]~(x) of the 
points x ~ X into the given Eigenspaco E~ are considered. In particular the smallest 
number of points whose projection vectors are strictly on one side of a hyperplane is 
called the distribution invariant (with respect o Ei) of the association scheme X. 
Examples are given where the distribution invariants can be calculated, as for the 
triangular graphs and for all strongly regular graphs with less than 17 points. 
INTRODUCTION 
An invariant for association schemes is introduced that depends on the 
geometry of the eigenspaces of the scheme over the field of real numbers. 
There is a connection with T-designs in the scheme as defined by Delsarte, 
and in the case of net graphs the invariant measures the deviation of adjoining 
a "transversal" to the given graph. 
The original definition of this invariant arose in a problem of real algebra 
and topology concerning the construction of nonsingular bilinear maps (cf. 
[1]), but this is not to be discussed here. 
In Section 1 we define the invariants and give some elementary lower 
botmds. In Section 2 we define and analyze Rk-regular sets and their 
connection to T-designs as defined by Delsarte, and obtain certain upper 
bounds on the invariants. The applications to strongly regular graphs are 
given in Corollary 2. In Section 3 we give specific calculations for strongly 
regular graphs, in particular for netgraphs and the triangular graphs. The 
invariants are calculated for strongly regular graphs with less than 17 points. 
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1. THE DISTRIBUTION INVARIANTS 
THOMAS BIER 
Let (X, R) be an association scheme with s + 1 symmetric lasses on the 
finite set X with v = IXI elements. On the space R[X] we have the canonical 
inner product defined by 
(e,., e~ ) =Sx . , (1) 
where e x, % are the basis vectors corresponding to x, y ~ X. 
One has a decomposition 
R[X]=Eo±E1_ I_ . . .  ±E~ (2) 
of R[X] into the eigenspaces of the incidence algebra of (X, R) (see [5]). In 
particular E 0 = R-u ,  u the all-one vector, and so dim E 0 = 1. Denote by 
10, ll . . . . .  Js the minimal orthogonal idempotents of the incidence algebra of 
(X, R). I~t / / (x ) :  = Ji(ex) be the projection of e x ~ R[X] into the ith eigen- 
space E i. In particular 1o = J, the all-one matrix, and ]o(ex) = Jo(X) = u for all 
x~X.  
LEMMA1. For i = l ,2 , . . . , s  
Z(x)  = o. (,3) 
x¢-X  
Proof. 2xex J i (x )  = J i (u)= JiJo(ex)= O, since J0, Jt . . . . .  L are orthogonal 
idempotents. • 
Let e ~ E i for a fixed but arbitrary i >~ 1. Call the vector e general iff 
(e, l i (x))  4= 0 for all x ~ X. 
Note that the vectors Ji(x) define an arrangement of hyperplanes (Hxlx 
X), by H x~E i and H =J i (x)  x. A vector e~E i is general i f f  e is in the 
interior of a region of the arrangement [8]. 
Any general vector e ~ E~ determines a partition X = X+(e)U X _(e) as 
follows: 
X.(e) = {* ~ XI<~, Z(x)> >0} 
X (e) = {x ~ Xl(e, J~(x)) < O} 
(4) 
In view of Lemma 1 this partition is nontrivial, i.e. X+(e) ~ ~ and X (e )  :~ ~.  
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The i th distribution invariant vti( X ) is the minimal cardinality of the sets 
X+(e), where e ranges over all general vectors of E i, i.e. 
vt i( X ) = min { IX + (e) l le ~ E, and e general ). (5) 
Let us call X +( e ) a distributed set (with respect o the i th eiget~ace ); any e 
as above could be called a distributing vector. 
Note that if X+(e) is a distributed set, then so is X _ (e )= X+( -  e). 
Keep i (1 ~< i ~< s) and E i fixed. Following [5], we denote by D k the 
incidence matrix of the kth relation R k c X × X of (X, R), and by Pk(i) the 
(real) eigenvalue of D k for the vectors e ~ Ei, k = 0,1 . . . . .  s. In particular 
eo(i) = 1 for all i. 
Let 
Pos(i)=l(klO~<k <~ s, Pk(i)>O}[ and Neg(i)=l{kg)<~ k <~ s, Pk(i)<O}[. 
Also call a relation R k positive ff Pk( i ) > 0 and negative if Pk( i ) < O. 
Lv.~t~ 2. For i = 1 . . . . .  s 
vt, ( X ) >t Pos(i ) (6a) 
vt, ( X ) >1 Neg( i )  (6b) 
Proof. We have liDk(ez) = Dk]i(ez)= Pk(i)Ji(e~), k = 0,1 . . . . .  s. Here e~ 
is a canonical basis vector of R[X]. By expanding Dk(ez) it follows that 
~., J~(y) = Pk(i).J~(z), (7) 
v • rk (z )  
where 
rk(z) = (y xl( , Rk}. 
For an arbitrary general vector e ~ E i, by Lemma 1 there exists at least one z 
with ~e, l i(z)) > 0. Then for each positive relation R k with 1 ~< k ~< s there 
exists at least one further Yk ~ I'k(z) such that ~e,/~(Yk)) > 0 by (7). Since for 
fixed z the sets I'k(z ) are disjoint, the yk's and z give at least Pos(i) vectors in 
any distributed set X+(e). This proves (6a). (6b) is proved similarly. • 
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For strongly regular graphs, i.e. s = 2, (6) gives vt l (X ) >1 2, vt2(X ) >~ 2. 
LEMMA 3. For a strongly regular graph with ~ > 0, then vt l( X ) >~ 3. I f  
v-2k  +/~-2> 0, thenvt~(X)>~3. 
Proof. In the notation of [7], PI(1)= r and P~(1)= s. For z ~ X there 
exists y ~ Fx(z ) with (e, I1(z)) > 0 and (e, ]I(Y)) > 0, by (7) and el(l)= 
r>0.  
Since h > 0, there exists x ~ FI(z)A Fl(y ). By (7) Ew ~ r.z~x)Jl(w) = s' J l (x),  
so we have a relation 
E I1 (w)+( -  s)11(x) = 0 (8) 
w ~ F2(x) 
with only positive coefficients not involving y and z, so that vtx(X ) >/3. The 
second statement is proved similarly by considering the complementary 
graph. • 
REMARK. Obviously, the invariants only depend on the spherical design 
X i = {]i(x)lx ~ X}c  E i. It seems to be an interesting problem to use the 
t-design property for t > 1 mad improve the above lemmas. 
2. REGULAR SETS AND T-DESIGNS 
Let H ~ X and 1 ~< k ~< s, k fixed. We call H an Rk-regular set (or k-regular 
set) iff in the relation R k each x ~ H is connected with a fixed number d k of 
points of H, and each z ~ H is connected with a fixed number e k of points 
of H. Here the numbers d k and e k are not to depend on the particular choice 
of the points y and z. 
In the case s = 2 a set H is Rl-regular fff it is R2-regular, and will just be 
called a regular set in accordance with [6]. However, a Rk-regular set is not 
the same as a regular subset of [5, p. 25], except in the case s = 2. 
Let v k be the valency of R k, so v k = Irk(Z) I for any z ~ X. For a subset 
H c X, let c(H)= F.h~ne h ~ R[X] be the characteristic vector of H. 
LEMMA 4. Let H be an Rk-regular set. Then the vector Wk(H): =(v  k -- 
dk)c( H ) -  ekC( X -- H)  is an eigenvector f  the matrix D k with the eigenvalue 
d k - e k o f  Dk. 
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Proof. 
Ok(wk(U) )  = (V k - -dk)Ok(C(n) ) - -ekOk(c (X-  H) )  
= (vk - dk )dkc(H)+ (Vk -- dk )ekc(X  -- H)  
- e~(v~ - dk )c (H) -e~(v~ - e~)c(X - n )  
= (d  k - ek ) (V  k -- dk )c (H  ) -  (d  k - ek )ekC(X  - -  H)  
ffi (dk  - ek )wk(n) .  
In particular d k - e k is an eigenvalue of D k. • 
Since d k - e k is an eigenvalue of D k, there exists an i such that Pk( i )=  d k 
- e k. However, the value of i is not uniquely determined, since it can and 
does happen that for certain k there exist several i l . . . . .  i d such that Pk( i l )=  
. . . .  Pk(id) = d k -e  k. Denote this set of indices by I(H)--- {i 1 .... , id}. Also 
let ~.(I(H)) = ~d_~F.,, ~r[X]. 
Note that Wk( H ) ~ E( I( H ) ). 
THEOREM l. 
i t / (H) ,  1> 0, 
Let  H be a Rk-regular set, and let v k ~ d k -e  k. Then for  
E 1~(y) = 0. (9) 
yEH 
Proof. [ v k - (  d k - ek)] .c( H ) = Wk( H)+ ekC( X ). Applying I i gives 
1j([Vk--(dk--ek)]C(n))= ljwk(n)+e~1jc(X)=O. 
The term l iwk(  n ) is 0, since jq~ I(  n )  but wk( n ) ~ E( I(  H)) ;  the second term 
l f (X )  is 0 by Lemma 1. Since v k ~ (d k - ek), (9) follows. • 
Recall [5, pp. 32, 33] that for T c {1 . . . .  s} a set H is a T-design fff 
Eu~ul~(V)  = 0 for all j~  T. 
COnOLL~Y 1. Let  H be a Rk-regular set, v k ~ d k - ek, and T -~ { 1 . . . .  s } 
- I (H) .  Then H is a T-design. 
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TrlEOm~M 2. Let H be a R k-regular set with I( H ) = { i }. Let v k > d k and 
e k > O. Then H = X+(wk(H))  is' a distributed set with respect to the i th 
eigenspace. In particular, vti( X ) ~ IH I. 
Proof. By assumption, E( I ( H ) ) = E~ ~ wk( H ). So 
{v k -d  k if x~H,  
(wk(U) ' J i (x ) )=(wk(H) 'ex)= -e  k if xfEU.  • (10) 
In the case of strongly regular graphs, recall from [N] that a regular set is 
positive fff d~ - e 1 = r >1 O, negative iff d 1 - e~ = s < 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a connected strongly regular graph, H c X a 
regular set. 
(i) I f  H is positive, then H is a distributed set with respect to the first 
eigenspace, and 5".h~HJ2(h)=O in the second eigenspace. In particular, 
vtl(X) ~ IHI. 
(ii) I f  H is negative, then Eh ~ nJl( h ) = 0 in the jqrst eigenspace, and H is 
a distributed set with respect o the second eigenspace. In particular, vt2(X) 
~lnl. 
Proof. The assumption v1 4: d 1 -e  I of Theorem 1 and the assumptions 
v~ > d 1 and e I > 0 of Theorem 2 apply, since X is connected. • 
From the above, we may extract he following 
COlaOLLA~Y 3. Let X be a connected strongly regular graph, and assume 
X contains c disjoint positive (negative) regular sets. Then vt2(X ) >~ c ( vt 1( X ) 
>~c). 
3. SOME CALCULATIONS FOR STRONGLY REGULAR GRAPHS 
EXAMPLE 1. Recall [4] that a net N of degree R and order n is a set X of 
n 2 points and R. n n-subsets of X, called lines, satisfying the following two 
axioms: 
(i) the lines of N are divided into R classes of n lines each such that the 
lines in each class partition the set X; 
(ii) two lines belonging to different classes intersect in a unique common 
point. 
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The net graph on X is defined by connecting x and y iff they are on a 
common line. It is easy to show that X is a strongly regular graph on v = n z 
points of valency k = R- (n  - 1). The eigenvalues of X are given by r = n - R 
and s = - R. The lines are positive regular sets with d t = n - 1 and e 1 = R - 1, 
i.e. regular cliques. 
A transversal for N is a set T c X with ITI-- n and I T n L I = 1 for each 
line L. Any transversal for X is a negative regular set with d x = 0, e 1 = R, i.e. 
a regular coclique. 
By Corollary 3, vtz(X)>~ n. If a transversal T exists, then vt2(X)= n by 
Corollary 2(ii). On the other hand, if vtz(X  ) = n, then any distributed set with 
n points must be a transversal, again by Corollary 2(i). So vt2(X)= n is 
equivalent to the existence of a transversal for N. Similarly vtx(X ) <~ n, and if 
there exist n disjoint transversals T1, . . . ,T  . ,  then vt l (X )= n. 
For a nontrivial case look at the net of degree R = 3 defined by a cyclic 
group of even order, n = 2m > 2. The three classes of lines are the horizontal 
lines, the vertical lines, and the sets of pairs (i, j), 0~< i, j<  2m,  with 
i + j = constant mod 2m. 
The set {(0,0), (0,1) . . . . .  (0, 2m -2 )}  is a distributed set with respect o the 
first eigenspace. Therefore vt 1 ~< 2m-  1 and there does not exist a parallel 
class of transversals to this net. But it is easily seen that any transversal for the 
net of degree 3 of a group gives by parallel translation a whole parallel class of 
transversals. Therefore there does not exist any transversal to this net, and as 
shown above, vt2 > 2m.  
On the other hand the set {(0,0),(1,1) . . . . .  (m- l ,m-1) , (m,m+ 
1) . . . . .  (2m-2 ,2m-  1 ) , (2m-  1, i)} for any i < 2m is a distributed set with 
respect to the second eigenspace. Therefore one gets for this net graph 
vt z = 2m + 1. 
EXAMPLE 2 (The triangular graphs T(n)  [3]). In case n = 0 (2), n = 2m 
say, one gets vt I = 2m - 1 and vt 2 = m. Distributed sets are given by 
W= {{1,2} . . . . .  {1,2m }} 
C= {{1,2}, {3,4) . . . . .  {2m-  1,2m }} 
for the first eigenspace, 
for the second eigenspace. 
In case n=l  (2), n=2m+l  say, the cases m=2 and m=3 are 
exceptional. In case m = 2, X = T(5) is the Petersen graph on 10 vertices, and 
vt x = 3, vt 2 = 3. Distributed sets are given by 
W'= {{1,2}, {1,3}, {2,3}}, 
C '= {{1,2), {3,4}, {1,5)}. 
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For m >i 3, one obtains vt I = 2m and vtg. = m + 1. Distributed sets are 
given by 
W'= ((1,2}, {1,3} ... . .  (1,2m + 1}}, 
C '=  ({1,2}, {3,4} ... . .  (2m - 1,2m }, (1,2m + 1}}. 
In case m = 3, another distributed set of minimal size is 
W"= ((1,2}, {1,3}, {1,4}, (2,3}, (2,4}, {3,4}}. 
The proofs of these assertions for n = 0 (2) are not difficult, and in the 
case of the first eigenspace generalize nicely to the general case of the 
Johnson schemes I (n ,  k )  with n - 0 (k); see [2]. The proofs of the case n = 1 
(2) require more detailed analysis, and will not be given here. 
EXAMPLE 3 (The Payley graph on 13 points). Take X = Z/13 and 
(x, y) ~ R 1 i_ff X - Y = a 2 for some a ~ Z/13. A distributed set for the first 
eigenspace is given by (0,1, 4}. Since this graph is self-complementary, we get 
vt  1 = vt  2 = 3. 
EXAMPLE 4 [The strongly regular graph (v, k, ~,/~) = (16,5,0,2)]. Take 
X = ~:~, Q(x)  = x lx  ~ + x3x  4 + x~ + x24. Let  x, y E X be connected fff p(x  + 
y) = o. Then in the resulting strongly regular graph X, ((0,0,0,0), (1,0,0,0), 
(0,1, 0, 0)} is a distributed set for the first eigenspace and ((1,0, 0, 0), (0,1, 0, 0), 
(1,1,1,0), (1,1,0,1), (1,1,1,1)} is a distributed set for the second eigenspace. 
Although Lemma 3 does not apply here, still vt  1 = 3 and also vt  2 = 5. 
By combining the above examples, Lemma 3 implies 
THEOREM 3. The dist r ibut ion invar iants  fo r  strongly regular graphs w i th  
less than  17 points  are g iven  by  the fo l low ing  table: 
(5,2,0,1) vt  I = v t  2 = 2 
(9,4, 1,2) vt  1 = vt  2 = 3 
(10,3,0,1) vt  1 = vt  2 = 3 
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(13,6,2,3) vt  x = vt~ = 3 
(15,6,1,3) vt~=5,  v t2=3 
(16,5,0,2) vt  t = 3, v t  2 = 5 
(16,9,4,6) vt  I = v t  2 = 4 for 
vt  I = 3,  vt~ = 5 
L(Z/2 Z/2) 
for L(Z/4). 
REMARK. There are other examples where graphs with the same parame- 
ters can be distinguished by their distribution invariants. As seen above, for 
X = T(8) one has vt 1 = 7, while it is possible to show for the three other 
graphs (28,12,6,4), the Chang graphs, that vt 1 = 9. 
I am indebted to A. Neumaier and I. 1. Seidel for explaining to me the 
notion of  a regular set in a strongly regular graph, and also for detailed 
comments on a previous manuscript. I am also grateful to E. Bannai for 
pointing out an error in an earlier version of  this manuscript concerning the 
triangular graphs, and for hints leading to the present solution. 
I gratefully acknowledge support by an Ausbildungsstipendium derDFG 
during the time when this paper was written. 
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